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• Nyt kapittel om kapacitet ved vejarbejder
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Måling af kapacitet ved vejarbejder
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Capacity - temporary (max 3 days) work zones on freeways

New Danish study based on 25 cases from temporary work zones (2014-2015)

Data collected:

•Location/time for work zone

•Type of work zone, used signing/marking

•Traffic volume through work zone area (measured at flow break down) 

•Volume data based on radar detector + video



Lane closure on 4+0 Crossover (3+3 -> 4+0)

Lane closure  2 -> 1 with TMA Lane closure 3 -> 1 with  two TMA’s 7



Lane closure taper/running light
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Where:

Qworkzone = Work zone capacity (pc/l/h)

Qbaseline = Baseline capacity for 1 lane (pc/l/h) = 2,100 pc/l/h

Clwidth = Correction factor for lane width

Cacti = Correction factor for work zone activity

Clclosure = Correction factor at lane closures

Ccrossover = Correction factor at crossovers

Model( for short term works) developed based on data
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Correction factor for lane width

Clwidth = 1.00 Normal lane width, e.g. 3.50-3.75 m

= 0.90 Narrow lane width, e.g. 2.75-3.00 m

Correction factor for work zone activity

Cacti = 1.00 No activity: Permanent installation

= 0.95 Average work zone activity

Correction factor at lane closures ( lane drop)

Clclosure = 1.00 No lane closure

= 0.86 One lane closure by use of taper marking (delineators/running 

light/edge line) 

= 0.83 One lane closure by use of TMA

Notice: In case of two lane closures (eg. 3->1): Correction factor must 

be multiplied (e.g. 0.86*0.86 = 0.74)

Correction factor at crossovers

Ccrossover = 1.00 No crossover

0.95 Crossover

Correction factors in the model, short term works
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Lane closure – normal lane width
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Lane closure/crossover – narrow lane width (e.g. at construction sites)
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Lane closure/crossover – narrow lane width (e.g. at construction sites)
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Capacity – different lane configurations

(long-term work zones)

•Long road sections  (> 2-4 km)

•Longer periods (> 2 months)

•Narrow lanes (2,5m-2,75m for lane 2 and 3 and 2,9m-3,0m for lane 1)

Based on Danish experiences at construction sites 

Best estimate/guess so far (rounded to the nearest 100)

Lane config: 4+0 Lane config: 3+1 Lane config: 4+2
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